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“Duo has been an excellent lead gen partner for us. They 

are so quick to optimize, pivot, and change up their 

acquisition strategies, and the results have been great. In 

just six months, they’ve cut our CPL in half and delivered 

more SQLs than we’ve ever had—generating 3.9x as 

much revenue than our previous paid acquisition efforts!”

Kristen Lawrence

Head of Marketing | RedFlag
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Challenges: 

Solutions:

Results:

Generate a consistent flow of qualified leads


Create urgency for a preventative product

Developed benefit-oriented landing page


Leveraged social proof and product comparisons from 
Capterra & G2


Systematic testing and CRO (Conversion Rate Optimization)


Helped RedFlag generate 3.9X more paid search 
closed/won revenue in 6 months


Generated RedFlag’s highest number of leads in a 
single month


Achieved 70% growth in lead volume

RedFlag is an award-winning emergency 
mass notification solution for businesses.
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Challenges

RedFlag competes in the highly competitive market of B2B communication 

software. In order to build their acquisition funnel and scale $MRR (monthly 

recurring revenue), RedFlag enlisted duo to provide the strategy and roadmap 

needed to achieve their growth goals.



RedFlag offers its customers a multi-channel mass alert software that instantly 

informs employees of urgent communications. After receiving multiple awards and 

five-star ratings on Capterra and G2, RedFlag wanted to capitalize on that 

momentum.

So how did duo help?

Goals

We implemented our 3-step process (learn more about our Remarkable Growth 

System ) to elevate RedFlag’s brand, build scalable campaigns, and optimize 

conversion rates to win high quality leads.

here

Establish a scalable paid advertising channel


Generate a CPL (cost per lead) that results in a high ROAS


Create new $MRR (monthly recurring revenue)




Brand Enhancements

Published 

pricing

Hidden 

pricing
See How RedFlag Compares To Rave 

Alert, A
lertM

edia, and OnSolve

RedFlag has 5 stars on Capterra
, and according to G2, our 

Emergency Communication system beats out th
e competitio

n in 

every category.

the other 

guys

V
S

Reach your employees everywhere they are—

including text, voice, email, a
nd Teams—and 

ensure your im
portant announcements and 

emergency alerts don’t g
o unseen. Choose the 

top mass communication system and integrate 

with Microsoft T
eams today.

Integrate 

 

with Microsoft T
eams

RedFlag

Schedule a Demo

Solutions

We knew from previous experience that solving these problems wouldn’t be easy. 

Which is exactly why we created the Remarkable Growth System to reliably and 

predictably help B2B SaaS companies like RedFlag build sustainable growth.



To start, we conducted a comprehensive competitor analysis of the top players in 

the market to pinpoint pitfalls and opportunities in RedFlag’s current marketing 

strategy. We used these industry findings along with thorough client interviews to 

inform our initial marketing strategy and recommendations.



After completing the market analysis, we got to work elevating RedFlag’s brand by 

putting together a Brand Enhancement Deck—an abbreviated brand guide that 

serves as the roadmap for all marketing assets. From there, we designed a hyper-

targeted landing page to attract more SQLs (sales qualified leads).
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Solutions

Next, we moved on to building RedFlag’s growth engine by creating and 

managing conversion-oriented campaigns across Google, LinkedIn, and Meta. 

Designed to differentiate RedFlag from their top competitors and highlight their 

unique selling proposition, these campaigns effectively ignited RedFlag’s paid 

acquisition funnel.

Lastly, we refined our acquisition efforts by optimizing Google’s conversion criteria 

with our Power Conversions method (ask us about this on our intro call!). This 

strategy helped us train Google’s algorithm to more effectively target RedFlag’s 

most profitable customers—leading to a higher ROAS.

Thanks to our hyper-targeted landing page and highly-optimized 

paid search campaigns,  than 

RedFlag’s previous paid search efforts... 

we generated 3.9X more sales

helping them win their 

highest number of SQLs in a single month to date.

04

02

03

01

NEW

OLD

02 Added video for increased engagement and 
video watchas a aconversion for campaign

03 Added one-pager nav, dynamic phone 
number via CallRail for tracking.

04 Social proof and awards

01 Open form & updated headline based on 
the setup speed of their system.
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Solutions

In the end, we built, optimized, and scaled RedFlag’s paid acquisition funnel over 

six months — achieving a 48.9% drop in CPL alongside a 70% increase in lead 

volume.



As of today, we continue to work with RedFlag—each day getting closer to making 

them the #1 emergency mass notification solution in the market. In fact, they’re 

already beating their competitors on Capterra and G2.

Published pricing

Free trial

4-channel text, voice, email,

and Microsoft Teams messaging

Paid subscription 

3-channel text, voice, and 
email messaging

Hidden pricing

the other guys

VS
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Results

Established a scalable paid advertising channel


Secured a nearly 50% decrease in CPL while increasing quality


Helped RedFlag generate 3.9X the closed revenue from last period


Generated RedFlag’s highest number of leads in a single month


Still Need 
 

Software?

Mass 
Communication

Start Free Trial

Start Free Trial

Award-Winning

Mass Notification System

Why 
Is Better

RedFlag


See for Yourself

Free 30 Days Trial

For 30 Days

Have You Heard? 

Learn More

RedFlag
Free

 Is Now

 To Try
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Want to  
engine and scale like RedFlag?

build your growth

hello@duostrategyla.com

Schedule your free Strategy Session to get started with duo 

Strategy today.

Schedule Strategy Session

mailto:hello@duostrategyla.com
https://www.duostrategyla.com/schedule-your-consultation


Growing SaaS & B2B Companies with Web Experiences & Paid Ads
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